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KFH to participate 
in conference on
private sector role
in Kuwait economy 
KUWAIT: Kuwait Finance
House (KFH) is participat-
ing in “The Role of the
Private Sector in the
Future of the Kuwaiti
Economy” conference
organized by The Business
Year (TBY) magazine.

The conference will
be held in partnership
with Kuwait Direct
Investment Promotion
Authority (KDIPA) on
June 17th in London, UK.

in the conference,
KFH Group CEO- Mazin
Saad Al-Nahedh will demonstrate the importance of
digital transformation in the banking sector, and the role
of Kuwaiti banks in supporting Kuwait Vision 2035. Al-
Nahedh will also tackle instrumental topics of which is
the significant role of KFH in supporting the Kuwaiti
economy and the expertise of the Bank in the Islamic
finance industry. 

KFH’s participation comes within the framework of
its commitment to supporting the economic and invest-
ment efforts and highlighting the importance of the role
of the private sector in economic development, while
encouraging investments of added value to the Kuwaiti
economy as this conference showcases the country’s
ambition to the entire global investor community.

The conference is a platform to highlight the role of
the banking sector, and the investment opportunities
available in the public and private sectors, while dis-
cussing developments in the business environment and
the financing solutions, especially that Kuwait is increas-
ingly looking to the private sector to diversify and boost
its economy across a range of sectors in line with its
“New Kuwait 2035 Vision” to transform Kuwait into a
financial and commercial hub.

The conference will discuss different topics in sever-
al panels such as: Kuwait’s financial sector: cornerstone
of the country’s privatization, the increased diversifica-
tion of the Kuwaiti economy as a fuel for the future, and
digital economy and entrepreneurship to promote digi-
tal transformation and spur economic diversification.
Bringing together senior public officials and top local
and foreign business leaders, the event shall inspire a
dialog that will bring new momentum to Kuwait’s vision. 

KUWAIT: VIVA, Kuwait’s fastest-growing and most
developed telecom operator, announced the launch of
5G service, with special packages on VIVA’s postpaid
plans, starting KD 45, promising a new wave of capa-
bilities for internet and smartphone users.

Customers will gear up for speeds faster than the
blink of an eye and to meet the next generation of
mobile internet connectivity with cutting-edge tech-
nology, and average download speeds touching an
unbelievable 1GBps.

On this occasion, Eng. Maziad Nasser Al-Harbi,
CEO of VIVA said: “Today, after the launch of the fifth
generation services, we will witness a major transfor-
mation and a new launch of wireless services. Big part
of the “leap” will come from the ability to move much
greater volumes of data across networks. 5G will
mean more devices can be connected to the network
at better speeds. VIVA is creating a new era where
the incredible speed and connectivity of 5G becomes
a reality, due to the largest network capable to serve

the customers in Kuwait.”
He added: “As a leading local and regional telecom-

munications company, and look forward to being the
first to foster our customers’ services to meet all their
needs, VIVA has invested in building the most
advanced network, and now we have an extensive list
of sites covered in Kuwait with the 5G, and we are the
only company that has more than 1000 sites covered
by the 5G service in the Middle East.”

He explained: “The launch of this service commer-
cially with special packages, will help VIVA to release
its full potential in the digital arena, enhance ICT
cooperation and expand the scope of enterprise sec-
tor and B2B, B2C and B2G, and launch devices that
support 5G, in addition to after-sales technical team
to serve our customers and meet their needs.”

VIVA is keen to offer the latest in the telecommu-
nications sector to its customers, and will strive to
provide mobile devices that support 5G and will be
able to pre-order soon through VIVA’s official web-

site. 5G is the next gener-
ation wireless network,
featuring ultra-fast mobile
broadband speeds with
mult iple Gbps, massive
connectivity, critical com-
munication and very low
latency. VIVA aims to
resolve the various issues
that have developed due
to the wide popularity of
4G LTE, including the
need for higher speeds
and lower latency. 5G will
provide fiber like service
experience to VIVA users,
while enabling new digital services to emerge such
as AR/VR immersive experience, cloud gaming,
autonomous drone, driverless cars, and a wide range
of IoT uses. 

Al-Harbi: Our services are launched on the largest 5G network in Mideast

VIVA launches 5G with special 
packages on VIVA postpaid plans

NBK launches 
world’s first full 
metal NFC-enabled 
Visa credit card
KUWAIT: In line with its commitment to provide
extraordinary services and best banking experience to
customers, National Bank of Kuwait and Visa, the
world’s leader in digital payments, have announced the
first full metal NFC-enabled credit card in Kuwait and
the world that will be exclusively offered to NBK’s
Private Banking Customers.

The card will give cardholders access to a world of
exclusive privileges, compared to other credit cards.
On this occasion, Salah Al-Fulaij, NBK Chief Executive
Officer-Kuwait said, “NBK is committed to providing
outstanding banking services to NBK Private Banking
Customers to meet their demands and expectations.
The launch of new NBK Visa private banking credit
card translates our ongoing aim to design and intro-

duce distinctive tailor-made products that meet the
lifestyle of the elite”. 

Al-Fulaij affirmed that the NBK Visa private banking
credit card meets the growing demands of the NBK
Private Banking Customers by providing first-class,
exclusive services that matches the highest industry
standards. Marcello Baricordi, General Manager -
Middle East and North Africa, Visa said, “We are
delighted to partner with NBK to introduce the Visa

Ultra High Net Worth credit card to NBK’s Private
Banking clients. This card offers features and benefits
tailor-made for exclusive high net worth customers in
Kuwait. We look forward to developing more best-in-
class products in partnership with NBK that deliver
rewarding, seamless and secure payment experiences
for cardholders.”

The NBK Visa Infinite Privilege Credit Card will be
available for NBK’s Private Banking Customers as soon
as the necessary regulatory approval is received. 

Warba Bank 
announces 
winners of 
Al-Sunbula draws
KUWAIT: Warba Bank, “the Best invest-
ment Bank” and “Best Corporate Bank” in
Kuwait, held its weekly Sunbula draw num-
ber 22 and 23 in addition to Sunbula Kids.
The draws announced the 13 lucky winners
in the presence of representatives from the
Ministry of Commerce and Industry and

bank officials.
The bank proudly announced the week-

ly draw number 22 lucky 5 winners of the
KD 1,000 prize:  Hanaa Mohammad Adnan
Alzain Omar,  Nadiah Jassim Abdullah Al-
Enezi, Jameel Nojoum Al-Khaleel,  Khaled
Khadaan Mohammad Khadaan and Fahad
Faihan Thaar Al-Abdali.

As for the weekly draw number 23, the
lucky 5 winners of the KD 1000 prize:
Hanaa Bader Mohammad Alahmad Al-
Sabah, Mohammad Abdullah Mejwel Al-
Ajmi, Naser B M Al-Najjar, Mohammad
Jadaan Smaileel Al-Azmi and Ibrahim Ajeel
Jaber Al-Shammari.

Warba Bank has added Sunbula Kids

Account for the first time to Sunbula draws,
it is an investment savings account with
promising competitive returns along with
monthly draws with innovative prizes cho-
sen carefully for the kids. The winners of
this month are: The 1st winner of a trip to
Dubai Parks is Eid Mohammad Mubarak
Al-Dosari, the 2nd winner of a one year
subscription at Flex is Abdullah M M Al-
Dousari and the 3rd winner of a one year
subscription in one of the participated
clubs is Noura Jarrah Salem Al-Haifi.

Al-Sunbula both account and fixed
deposits are the perfect choices for cus-
tomers who wish to save money and
achieve steady returns while at the same

time have the opportunity to win cash
prizes throughout the year. In line with the
bank’s mission to develop and differentiate
its offerings, Warba Bank has enhanced its
Sunbula campaign for 2019 with more cash
and prizes reaching more than KD 1 million.
Warba Bank will continue its weekly draws
for 5 winners of KD 1,000 each. What’s
new in 2019 are the “mega draws” which
will be held every quarter to reveal five
winners, the 1st winner will get KD
100,000!  The four winners thereafter will
each get the latest Land Cruiser VXR.
Furthermore, the final Mega draw held in
January 2020 will feature 2 more Land
Cruiser VXRs!

CEO Maziad Al-Harbi

Marcello BaricordiSalah Al-Fulaij

Mazin Al-Nahedh 

Burgan Bank 
introduces 
exciting summer 
campaign 
KUWAIT: In line with the latest trends to provide its cus-
tomers with the most innovative offers, Burgan Bank recently
launched a new and compelling summer campaign “Spend &
Win 200 percent cash back”. Continuously keeping abreast
of customers’ expectations and seasonal demands, the Cash
Back draw entitles its credit, debit and prepaid cardholders a
chance to gain back  double  their spending when using their
cards locally and internationally. 

Creating opportunities for more winners, the summer offer
is designed as a three month campaign starting from 16th of
June to 29th of September 2019 with minimum spending’s of
KD 200 per month to be eligible to enter the draws. Burgan
Bank’s new campaign will announce five winners during July
and August and 10 winners during September who will be
refunded double their transactions’ amount.

Customers who spend more will have higher chances of
winning as with every international transaction using Burgan
Bank credit, debit and prepaid cards will receive three
chances to enter the draw, while every local transaction using
Burgan Bank credit or prepaid cards provides them with one
such opportunity. 

Burgan Bank debit, credit and prepaid cards accommo-
date customers’ different needs with flexibility and conven-
ience for all financial transactions.

Wall St down;
Broadcom 
warning hits 
chip stocks
NEW YORK: US stocks ended lower on
Friday as investors were cautious going
into next week’s Federal Reserve meet-
ing, while a warning from Broadcom of a
broad weakening in global demand
weighed on chipmakers and added to
US-China trade worries.

Shares of Broadcom Inc fell 5.6 per-
cent after it cut its full-year revenue
forecast by $2 billion, blaming the US-
China trade conflict and export curbs on
Huawei Technologies Co Ltd .

Other chip companies, which both
source product and sell heavily in China,

dropped sharply. The Philadelphia
Semiconductor index tumbled 2.6 per-
cent. Investors are bracing for next
week’s Fed meeting in light of recent
market expectations that the US central
bank could cut interest rates as much as
three times this year. Some strategists
say stocks are primed for a selloff
should the Fed fail to take an even more
dovish tilt.

The S&P 500 index has so far gained
4.9 percent in June and registered a
second straight week of gains on Friday,
largely on the rate cut hopes. “We’re
going to be on pins and needles until we
get some indication from the Fed,” said
Brian Battle, director of trading at
Performance Trust Capital Partners in
Chicago.

“That’s what matters. Everybody is
betting that the Fed is going to cut rates,
probably not in June but soon. That is a
very crowded trade.”

The ongoing trade battle between the
United States and China also gives

investors reason to play it safe ahead of
the weekend. “This is kind of a wait-
and-see mode. People are staying very
close to their benchmarks,” said Robert
Phipps, a director at Per Stirling Capital
Management in Austin, Texas.

The Group of 20 summit at the end of
the month may yield progress on a deal.

The Dow Jones Industrial Average
fell 17.16 points, or 0.07 percent, to
26,089.61, the S&P 500 lost 4.66 points,
or 0.16 percent, to 2,886.98 and the
Nasdaq Composite dropped 40.47
points, or 0.52 percent, to 7,796.66. All
three major indexes posted gains for the
week: the Dow rose 0.4 percent, the
S&P 500 gained 0.5 percent and the
Nasdaq added 0.7 percent.

During the session, shares of Apple
Inc slipped 0.7 percent, with Broadcom
a major supplier to the iPhone maker.
Adding to global demand worries,
Chinese data pointed to the worst slow-
down in industrial growth in 17 years.
China’s industrial output growth in May

slowed below expectations and showed
signs of weakening demand. In a bright
spot, data showed US retail sales
increased in May and sales for the prior
month were revised higher, suggesting a
pick-up in consumer spending that
could ease fears the economy was slow-
ing down sharply in the second quarter.

Online pet products retailer Chewy
Inc ended up 59 percent in its market
debut, joining a host of high-profile
names, such as Lyft Inc and Uber
Technologies Inc, that listed on U.S.
stock exchanges this year.

Declining issues outnumbered
advancing ones on the NYSE by a 1.53-
to-1 ratio; on Nasdaq, a 1.79-to-1 ratio
favored decliners. The S&P 500 posted
37 new 52-week highs and 3 new lows;
the Nasdaq Composite recorded 47
new highs and 82 new lows.

Volume on US exchanges was 5.85
billion shares, compared to the 6.83 bil-
lion average for the full session over the
last 20 trading days.  —Reuters

Strong US retail
sales point to 
a pick-up in 
economic growth
WASHINGTON: US retail sales increased in May and
sales for the prior month were revised higher, suggest-
ing a pick-up in consumer spending that eased fears
the economy was slowing down sharply in the second
quarter. The fairly upbeat report from the Commerce
Department on Friday followed a raft of weak data,
including a step-down in hiring in May and tame infla-
tion readings, that have led economists to believe that
the Federal Reserve will signal a rate cut later this year
when policymakers meet next week.

Financial markets have priced in two rate cuts this
year, driven primarily by a recent escalation in the
trade war between the United States and China,
which economists have warned could undercut eco-
nomic growth. The economy will next month cele-

brate 10 years of expansion, the longest in history.
“Don’t count this economy out yet, the consumer is
saying, as they show the way by opening their wallets
and purses to spend the money that makes the econ-
omy hum,” said Chris Rupkey, chief economist at
MUFG in New York.

Retail sales rose 0.5 percent last month as house-
holds bought more motor vehicles and a variety of
other goods, the government said. Data for April was
revised up to show retail sales gaining 0.3 percent,
instead of dropping 0.2 percent as previously report-
ed. There were also increases in purchases of building
materials and garden equipment, furniture, and elec-
tronics and appliances. Americans also spent more on
online and mail-order purchases, hobbies, music and
books, as well as at bars and restaurants.

But sales at clothing stores were unchanged.
Economists polled by Reuters had forecast retail
sales increasing 0.6 percent in May. Compared to
May last year, sales advanced 3.2 percent.

Excluding automobiles, gasoline, building materials
and food services, retail sales climbed 0.5 percent
last month after an upwardly revised 0.4 percent rise
in April. These so-called core retail sales correspond
most closely with the consumer spending component
of gross domestic product.

They were previously reported to have been
unchanged in April. Consumer spending accounts for
more than two-thirds of economic activity. The out-
look for consumption is dimming a bit. Not only did
hiring cool in May, wage growth retreated. Concerns
about the labor market have been uppermost in con-
sumers’ minds this month. A second report on Friday
showed consumer sentiment ebbed in early June, with
households worried the trade f ight between
Washington and Beijing would hurt the economy, par-
ticularly the labor market.

President Donald Trump in early May imposed
additional tariffs of up to 25 percent on $200 billion
of Chinese goods, prompting retaliation by Beijing.
Trump on Monday threatened more duties on
Chinese imports if no deal was reached with Chinese
President Xi Jinping at a G20 summit later this month
in Japan. The consumer sentiment survey from the
University of Michigan also appeared to suggest con-
sumers rushed to buy big-ticket household items on
the tariffs list to beat anticipated price increases as a
result of the duties. This suggests retail sales could
remain strong in June.

The dollar firmed against a basket of currencies.
Prices for longer-dated US Treasuries rose. Stocks on
Wall Street were trading lower. —Reuters


